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Summary: 2022 goals & achievements 

Our first year of membership with Fair Wear was marked by many “firsts”. While our brand has been 

growing fast in recent years and we navigated through the shaky waters of a pandemic and all its 

impacts on the global economy, we have realised that as an internationally operating brand we must 

make a greater commitment to social responsibility and conscious purchasing practices. While it has 

always been important to us to keep our supplier base small, foster personal and long-term 

relationships with our partners and monitor social performance with ethical audits, we wanted to 

extend our efforts beyond that.  

 

Therefore, in March 2022 we became Fair Wear member and started our transition. First and 

foremost, we had to lay the groundwork on which we can base our work on. In the end of 2022, we 

have launched our RBC policy, which sets out our commitment to social responsibility in great depth. 

Along with the RBC policy, we implemented a Supplier’s Code of Conduct and defined an approach to 

human rights due diligence. In March 2023, we have launched a new company strategy that anchors 

responsible and sustainable action in its values.  

 

Drawing from previous audits and questionnaires of our production partners, we conducted a risk 

assessment in our production in China and came to realise two important things: audit findings have 

just touched base on risks, but we are missing in-depth information to draft a sound improvement 

and prevention plan. Moreover, our sole dependence on China as a production location is a great risk 

from both a company and social responsibility perspective.  

 

Consequently, as part of our sourcing strategy we defined a process to assess and select new 

production locations. Following this process, we have onboarded a new supply chain partner in Viet 

Nam by the end of 2022. As soon as travel restrictions to China were banned, we started to plan a 

personal factory visit with CSR, sourcing, product development as well as our CEO to reconnect with 

our Chinese production partners. 

 

Lastly, we quickly have seen the necessity to raise awareness and foster commitment for our social 

efforts in different departments, so that our actions are thoroughly aligned. Therefore, we conducted 

a Human Rights Workshop with GIZ in November 2022 as well as an internal Responsible Purchasing 

Practices Workshop based on our risk assessment in the beginning of 2023.  
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Nevertheless, there is still a lot ahead. We did not manage to implement as much concrete actions 

with our supply chain partners as we wanted to. For example, we had planned a verification audit with 

Fair Wear in one of our factories, which could not take place and needed to be postponed to the new 

fiscal year. This makes us even more excited to put our focus on improvement and prevention actions 

in the upcoming year.  

 

 

Statement from the CEO 

 

We are amid a big transformation within the textile industry, and that makes a shift in business a 

necessity. As an internationally growing company, we want to make sure that we are dedicated to 

actively shape these shifts and to become the most responsible version of ourselves.   

 

With joining Fair Wear Foundation in 2022, we have set ourselves the goal to recognise human rights 

and fair labour conditions, preventing any human rights violations and fostering fair working 

conditions throughout our whole supply chain, including our own operations and the ones of partners 

and other stakeholders. The goal is clear: we only want to sell products that are produced under strict 

ethical standards. 

 

Our RBC policy forms only a basis of our commitment to human rights and ethical labour practices. 

Even more important will be the actions and processes we establish to protect and foster human rights 

and fair working conditions in the upcoming years.  

 

We see a great opportunity in being a part of Fair Wear’s network of member brands, in that they have 

more leverage and power in the industry as we do alone. Therefore, we are willing to cooperate with 

other Fair Wear member brands (and also non-Fair Wear member brands) in risk identification, 

mitigation, remediation and prevention, wherever possible.  

 

 

 

Johannes Theobald 
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Sourcing strategy 

HUMAN RIGHTS DUE DILIGENCE 

Kapten & Son sells backpacks & bags, eyewear, watches, and jewellery on a B2B and D2C basis. While 

most sales are made online via web shop, we also operate offline via own stores in the biggest 

German cities. Our membership with Fair Wear comprises the backpack supply chain since it is 

currently the sole textile product in our portfolio.   

All backpacks are produced with supply chain partners in China and, as of December 2022, Viet Nam. 

We have personal contact with several of our supply chain partners, however we cooperate with 

sourcing agency Silk Route that has both representatives in Germany and China. As we have a very 

extensive business relationship with Silk Route, we evaluate them as an extension to our own 

Sourcing department and see our cooperation as an opportunity to be closer to our partner factories 

and communicate with them in native language.  

One of our biggest brand commitments is outstanding product quality and longevity. Therefore, we 

have always put great emphasis on close and long-term relationships with suppliers that partly go 

back to the very beginning of our operations. Regular factory visits prior to the pandemic as well as 

regular ethical audits with external auditor QIMA were part of our continuous assessment of labour 

conditions in partner factories.  

By joining Fair Wear in 2022, we have rethought our approach and have set out a framework how we 

are going to approach Human Rights Due Diligence to a greater extent in the long-term.  

One of the pillars is continuous social dialogue. It is extremely important to give workers in factories 

the possibility to raise their voice in case of labour rights violations. Posting the Worker Information 

Sheet and analysing the effectiveness of existing grievance mechanisms is one important factor. We 

also strive to have open and honest conversations with factory management that are characterised 

trough two-way feedback, regular meetings, calls, and personal visits. Moreover, involving local 

stakeholders as well as engaging with other brands and Fair Wear will give us guidance in addressing 

risks.  

We still see Monitoring as an essential part to our Human Rights Due Diligence, but cannot rely solely 

on our previous audits, as we have realised that these do not give us enough in-depth information 

about possible risks. Therefore, we are going to extend our efforts with Fair Wear Audits and more 

comprehensive audit programmes. Continuously assess risks on country, business, and supplier level 
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is necessary to not lose sight on the most pressing risks. Lastly, conducting personal factory visits and 

supplier self-assessments on a regular basis round off our monitoring process.  

Finding the right processes and tools to prevent human rights violations and improve current 

conditions is the last of our three pillars. This pillar is supposed to be subject to constant expansion, as 

we proceed our efforts in the next years. Raising awareness to our commitment with the Supplier 

Code of Conduct, the Supplier Grading system and management and worker training is an important 

part. We also need to turn inward and see, where our own responsibilities need to be improved. For 

example, drafting general agreements with own commitment criteria, choosing suppliers carefully 

and investigating where we need to adjust our own practices more responsibly regarding our 

identified risks is one of our main goals. 

 

 

SOURCING STRATEGY & PRICING 

 

During our risk assessment of social and economic risks of production in China, we have recognised a 

pressing business risk of the sole dependency of one production country, which is why we have 

decided to considerately diversify production in the future. Therefore, we have investigated 

additional production countries, which were Vietnam and Indonesia by assessing human rights and 

labour conditions through country studies and multiple third-party data. Production in Myanmar, 

Bangladesh or Cambodia was rejected right from the start by our CSR department, as human and 

labour right violations were estimated as contradictive to our efforts in the future.  

 

Afterwards, to follow a process that is in alignment with our commitment to social responsibility, we 

have established a due diligence selection process of new supply chain partners that will be explained 

in more depth later. To date, we have started production with one supply chain partner in Viet Nam 

and are in the process of evaluating additional partners in Indonesia.  
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Considering our current supplier base, we aim to intensify business relationships with our main 

partners through greater commitment, ongoing dialogue, and transparency. Most importantly, we 

see the need to gain a better picture of processes and working conditions, which is why we have 

introduced regular self-assessments, planned a personal visit in China and re-evaluate our audit 

approach.  

 

To give supply chain partners a mutual understanding of shared responsibilities, we have drafted a 

general agreement that we aim to roll out with our most important supply chain partners over time. 

While our initial template included high commitment from our side regarding order volume 

commitments or bonus programmes, we needed to scale back our expectations due to excessive risks 

in the present economic situation. However, it is our goal to increase our own commitment in our 

general agreements over time. Plus, to be able to have a better basis for comparison and place orders 

more evenly, we strive to align payment conditions and currencies among our supplier network. 

 

In the past, sourcing decisions have greatly been influenced by quality and price. To account for our 

social responsibility, we have introduced a Supplier Grading System that shall give us and our 

partners more transparency about operative and social performance. Every four months, the results 

are shared with the supplier with corresponding feedback. If a supplier shows unsatisfactory results 

repeatedly, we will go into conversation and discuss measures of improvement or prevention. 

Repeated poor performance might lead to a decrease in order placement, which is to be 

communicated transparently. In that way, the results of the Suppler Grading System shall also 

support our sourcing department to make more informed decisions about where to place orders.  

 

Currently, we are lacking a pricing policy that supports levels to implement living wages. In the past 

years, we have estimated prices and correlating costs based on a market approach. However, we 

realise that a bottom-up approach, which incorporates wages and other fix costs right from the start, 

is necessary to support living wages in the future. Therefore, it is required to work on transparent 

pricing that is a prerequisite for analysing how big the gap between existing wages and living wages 

is. We have planned to assess whether a Fairprice App pilot with one of our supply chain partners is 

feasible for us at the moment.  

 

PRODUCTION CYCLE 

Our backpack production consists of two different procurement cycles: recurring orders and new 

product orders, which are based on a forecast principle. In our first year of membership with Fair 
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Wear, we have set ourselves the goal to improve our forecasting and give supply chain partners a 

better foundation to plan their capacities timely and more accurately.   

 

For recurring orders, our supply chain partners receive an annual forecast based on our financial year. 

The figures are calculated based on sales numbers of the previous year and the estimated growth. As 

of May 2023, supply chain partners further receive a quarterly forecast, which granularly indicates 

order volumes on style level. Within the next financial year, we are going to monitor our new 

forecasting approach and gather feedback from supply chain partners regarding its efficiency. In 

addition, we are planning to place “topseller orders” that already include the annual order volume for 

a certain style. This will allow the supplier to even out production capacity and ensure ongoing order 

flows in the production. 

 

We launch new backpack collections twice a year, exempt of creator collaborations. The product 

development process comprises a sampling phase, where we, in cooperation with our supply chain 

partner, finalise new backpack styles in a three-tier process. Suppliers receive a forecast for these new 

products after the second tier is finished. We strive to keep our sampling process as lean and efficient 

as possible and consider very carefully, which styles are going to be sampled and with which partners 

to mitigate extra work. Afterwards, orders are placed based on estimates and buying assumptions.  

 

In the beginning of 2023, we conducted an internal responsible purchasing workshop, for which we 

have gathered feedback about purchasing practices from supply chain partners in advance. We were 

very pleased that our supply chain partners identified processes that work well and transparently 

pointed out, where we need to improve. During the half day workshop, we have mapped our two 

procurement processes and incorporated internal and supplier feedback where applicable.  

 

As a result, we have set out how we are planning to shape our purchasing practices more responsibly 

in the future. As one of our greatest support mechanisms, we see our detailed forecasting on annual 

and quarterly basis, which will give our supply chain partners the possibility to plan production 

capacities in advance. Secondly, we will review lead times by introducing time motion studies and 

see, where production processes can be more efficient or where buffer times might be needed.  

Providing training opportunities that can help a partner to build up their capacities such as better 

planning or workers skillsets, we evaluate equally important.  

Our relationship with suppliers shall be further strengthened through general agreements, wherever 

possible, as well as supplier evaluation based on operational and social performance.  
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In return, we expect our partners to provide us with frequent feedback on our purchasing practices 

and realistic production estimates. Moreover, finding a more transparent approach to costing and 

pricing is a crucial first step to analyse the current gap between paid wages and living wages.  

 

 

 

 

FACTORY RELATIONS 

Scoping the risks related to labour conditions as well as company risks regarding our sole production 

in China, we have decided to investigate other production locations. Having been a member brand for 

several months and working on our Supplier Code of Conduct and the RBC Policy, we decided that we 

need to implement a process to choose new production locations that is already aligned with our 

commitments. Based on that, we have drafted the following selection process:  
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First, we assess if an expansion of our supplier network is unavoidable. While we always strive to keep 

our supplier base lean and manageable, new product categories or strategic decisions can make an 

expansion necessary.  

 

After that, the general idea is to obtain a comprehensive picture of the production country through 

country studies and third-party data, a supplier ‘s general approach to social and environmental 

criteria as well as their willingness to adapt to raising standards before placing our first order. If we 

deem a supplier is not a fit, we will not proceed in the process.  

 

Following this new process has challenged us in the beginning. While selecting and onboarding our 

Vietnamese factory, we realised that we cannot operate as agile as before and that more time needs 

to be factored in from investigating a country to placing our first orders. Especially personally visiting 

the factories was not possible at that time, which is why one representative of our Sourcing Agency 

Silk Route has been on site.  

 

We are currently evaluating production locations in Indonesia and could already see improvements in 

our modus operandi. However, if we decide to form a business relationship with an Indonesian 

factory, a personal visit will only be realistic within our first year starting business and not prior to 

placing our first orders.  

 

While we are currently starting the rollout of General Agreements with our existing supplier base, we 

see an operative risk in forming agreements with high commitments (e.g., guaranteed purchase 
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quantities) in the beginning of a business relationship with new supply chain partners. We strive to 

increase commitment in our General Agreements, as our business relationship develops over the 

years.  

 

In 2022, we stopped placing orders at one supply chain partner, which has delivered a batch of 

backpacks with defect zippers. The supplier did not engage in claim negotiations after the damage 

was found, nor did they demonstrate cooperation to improve quality checks and implement 

additional preventive measures. After several conversations between our sourcing partner Silk Route 

and the supplier, it was decided to terminate the business relationship, which is still in process. In the 

course, we have implemented a Responsible Exit Strategy that comprise the following steps.  

 

The first step is to assess the need to terminate a business relationship. Engaging in dialogue with a 

supply chain partner and finding solutions should always precede the decision to terminate a 

partnership. If termination is inevitable, we engage in scoping any arising risks and impacts on 

workers. Moreover, it is also necessary to plan production alternatives and assess the capacities to 

balance out rising order volumes with other supply chain partners. Lastly, offboarding and monitoring 

a supplier by putting labour conditions in the center are the two final steps.  

 

The use of capacities was indicated to be 15% by the supply chain partner, resulting in a relatively 

high leverage at Kapten & Son’s side. However, the business relationship has only existed for roughly 

a year. Therefore, human rights risks and correlating labour condition risks were also anticipated to 

be low when terminating the business relationship. After conversations with the supply chain partner, 

it was also decided, that Fair Wear or any other local stakeholders do not need to be involved in the 

process and monitoring after termination is not required.    
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INTEGRATION OF MONITORING ACTIVITIES AND SOURCING 

DECISIONS 
 

After an initial assessment of our existing supplier base through external country studies and 

individual supplier risk profiles, as well as factoring in economic risks we have seen a general need to 

expand our network beyond the Chinese market.  

 

We have included different stakeholders into the conversation, which production countries come into 

question for us. It was important to us that we see a positive development of labour standards in 

future production countries and that workers can play an integral part in negotiating labour 

conditions. After conversations with Fair Wear experts, we have decided to exclude production 

countries such as Myanmar, Cambodia, and Bangladesh right from the start.  

 

We then focused on investigating Viet Nam and Indonesia as possible production countries, as in both 

countries Fair Wear has been active for a long time and has built strong relationships with local 

stakeholders. Moreover, both countries have shown a greater commitment to better labour 

conditions by ratifying most of the ILO conventions. After extensive research of Fairwear’s country 

studies and global indexes of stakeholders such as OECD, MVO, ITUC and STTI, we decided that both 

countries are eligible for production in the future. Since then, we have started production with one 

Vietnamese supply chain partner and evaluate supply chain partners in Indonesia following a clear 

selection process (see ‘factory relations’).  

 

Conflicts between economic goals and our corporate responsibility are often unavoidable. Especially 

in the first year of Fair Wear membership, we have found that the transition to new processes takes 

some time to internalise and that we did not always include a social lens into every strategic decision 

that was made. For example, we did not execute the selection process of new suppliers perfectly at 

the beginning, as we could not act as agile as before. On the bright side, our first year has sparked 

many discussions, put a focus on social factors and triggered some positive changes.   
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Coherent system for monitoring and 

remediation 
 

Our coherent monitoring system consists of the assessment of country risks, business models risks, 

specific product risks and individual risk profiles for each supply chain partner. All these risk 

assessments are relined with external country studies, global indexes as well as findings from audits, 

personal factory visits and supplier self-assessments. Country, business model and product risks are 

updated on a yearly basis. The individual risk profiles, which were developed for each backpack 

supplier (currently excluding subcontractors), are updated regularly when new findings arise.   

 

Using the materiality matrix, we have assessed all risks correlating with the Code of Labour Practices 

based on their likelihood of occurrence and their severity. In this way, we can identify which are the 

most pressing risks and were action needs to be prioritised. The materiality matrix then informs an 

individual action plan of improvement and remediation for each partner.   

 

The risk profiles also form the basis to the grading that is included in our Supplier Grading System and 

supports the Sourcing department in strategic decisions. 

 

CHINA 

Our Chinese tier 1 backpack supplier base in the fiscal year 2022 consists of 8 factories, however we 

stopped placing orders with one partner in October 2022 and did not engage in any further social 

dialogue.  

All supply chain partners have been audited by external partner QIMA in 2021, except for one factory 

we started business with in the mid of 2022. 5 of the 7 factories provided further audit findings via 

external auditors such as BSCI, Amfori or SEDEX conducted in 2021 or 2022. All 7 supply chain 

partners have submitted at least one self-assessment questionnaire.  

 

Based on these, we have assessed each labour standard and identified its risk of violation. Most of the 

factories have shown identical risks with minor deviations, which have made it possible to form a 

general picture of our Chinese tier 1 backpack supplier base.  
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1. Freedom of Association 2. Living Wages 3. Excessive Overtime 4. Health & Safety 5. Social 
Insurance 6. Child Labour 7. Forced Labour 8. Environmental Impacts 9. Discrimination or sexual 
harassment 10. Animal welfare 11. Use of chemicals  
 

1. Payment of a living wage 

China counts as a high-income country in the textile industry. Audits with QIMA and self-assessments 

have indicated that the average income of production workers is at least double the amount of 

minimum wages of the specific region. However, it is likely that these levels of income can only be 

reached due to excessive overtime work. Moreover, as it was stated earlier, we currently miss more 

in-depth information, how order prices constitute wages. Wage calculations are largely non-

transparent, as supply chain partners are generally hesitant to share information about cost 

compositions. Only a small percentage of workers is receiving social insurance, which suppliers justify 

by saying that workers are not willing to pay their own share of the insurance fee. One factory has not 
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implemented pay slips that worker sign off after receiving payment. Therefore, payment of a living 

wage has been categorised as a high risk.   

 

2. Reasonable hours of work  

In all factories, excessive overtime has been evaluated as a very high risk. Audits and self-assessments 

have revealed that monthly overtime exceeds legal regulations excessively. Reasons for excessive 

overtime vary widely; during COVID factories needed to compensate work absences, but excessive 

overtime also occurred due to wrongful planning of capacities on supplier’s side or late order changes 

on client’s side. Moreover, a lot of suppliers indicate that workers are willing to work excessive 

overtime to receive a higher compensation and support their family financially.  

 

3. Safe and healthy working conditions 

Generally, health and safety standards in factories have improved substantially in China over the past 

2 decades. External audits have shown that all factories show at least minor violations of safe and 

healthy working conditions. The most common breaches are inadequate PPE for individuals working 

with glue or in workshops, missing safety guards or chemical MSDs. Some factories could not provide 

occupational health and safety checks for employees in contact with hazardous materials and one 

factory was lacking a hygiene operation license. Therefore, safe and healthy working conditions have 

been categorised as medium to high risk.  

  

6. No exploitation of child labour 

Incidence of child labour is gradually declining in China over the past years, especially in higher 

income regions. All suppliers could provide documentation of age for workers using ID records. No 

signs of child labour have been detected at any factory during audits or personal factory visits. 

Nevertheless, as child labour is very difficult to detect during audits or factory visits, it cannot be ruled 

out entirely, which is why it was still evaluated as a low to medium risk.  

 

7. Employment is freely chosen & legally binding employment relationship 

All suppliers could provide legally binding employment contracts for employed workers and no signs 

of forced labour have been detected at any factory during audits or personal factory visits. Moreover, 

no workers have indicated to work excessive overtime on involuntary basis. However, as forced 

labour is generally hard to detect in current structures, it should still be estimated as a low to medium 

risk.  
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9. No discrimination in employment 

While gender discrimination is not as prevalent in China as in other countries, discrimination based on 

religion or ethnicity is substantial and have also been witnessed in the workplace. However, incidents  

of discrimination are also difficult to detect during factory visits or audits. We started dialogue with 

our supply chain partners to assess numbers of male and female workers as well as migrant workers 

to get a better picture of worker groups potentially prone to discrimination. A great share of factory 

owners and managerial staff in our partner factories is female, which we evaluate as great advantage 

in addressing gender equality in the future.  

 

 

VIET NAM 

We have started production in Viet Nam with one partner factory in the end of 2022. In alignment 

with our selection process, we have conducted a country risk assessment, gathered questionnaires 

and BSCI audit findings from our partner factory. Moreover, our sourcing partner Silk Route 

personally visited the factory’s premises and provided video footage of production. However, we are 

still at the beginning of assessing labour conditions at our new supply chain partner.  

 

Generally, Fair Wear is active in Vietnam since 2006 and has established strong relationships with 

local stakeholders. In 2019, Fair Wear has launched the WEP education programme in Viet Nam.  
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1. Freedom of Association 2. Living Wages 3. Excessive Overtime 4. Health & Safety 5. Social  
Insurance 6. Child Labour 7. Forced Labour 8. Environmental Impacts 9. Discrimination or sexual 
harassment 10. Animal welfare 11. Use of chemicals  
 

1. Freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining 

While Viet Nam currently scores a 4 on the ITUC Global Rights Index, ratification of ILO Convention 

87 on freedom of association is planned in 2023. This is likely to mark an existential shift in labour 

conditions. The supply chain partner indicates to have a functioning trade union, which meets 

monthly to negotiate labour conditions. However, as the operation of the trade union still needs to be 

investigated and the rightful enforcement of the law is subject to monitoring, the risk of violation is 

still evaluated as medium to high.  
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2. Payment of a living wage  

Noncompliance with minimum wage is the lowest among other garment-exporting countries in Asia. 

However, like China, a prevalent piece-rate system makes the income very dependant of 

productivity, skills, overtime hours and seasonality. In some cases, workers only reach an estimated 

living wage, when productivity bonuses and overtime contribute to their monthly income. The 

factory self-assessment has revealed that all production workers are paid above the legal minimum 

wage, however, it is likely that these levels can only be reached due to overtime work. Only a small 

percentage of workers is receiving social insurance, which suppliers justify by saying that workers are 

not willing to pay their own share of the insurance fee.  Therefore, insufficient payment is likely to be 

a high risk.  

 

3. Reasonable hours of work  

Generally, excessive overtime remains a major violation of the Labour Code standard in Viet Nam. 

While the state encourages employers to implement a 40-hour work week, overtime on a voluntary 

basis is still common to receive a higher wage, especially in the textile industry. The factory has 

indicated that working hours exceed the legal regulation, which is why overtime is rated as a very 

high risk.  

 

4. Safe and healthy working conditions 

Fair Wear audits reported relatively high health and safety standards in Vietnamese factories, but 

violations of health and safety procedures are still common. The absence of adequate PPE or unsafe 

use of machinery are the most common reported violations. The BSCI audit of the factory has 

indicated that only minor violations have been detected, such as no use of masks of several workers 

in the sewing line.   

 

6. No exploitation of child labour 

Vietnamese child labour rate is lower than the average in the Asia-pacific region and has not been 

detected during operation of Fair Wear in Viet Nam. The supplier could provide reliable age 

verification for workers using ID records. No signs of child labour have been detected during audits or 

personal factory visit of our Sourcing partner. Nevertheless, as child labour is very difficult to detect 

during audits or factory visits, it cannot be ruled out entirely, which is why it is still evaluated as a low 

to medium risk.  
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7. Employment is freely chosen & legally binding employment relationship 

Viet Nam has ratified ILO Convention 105 on free employment in 2020. The supplier could provide 

legally binding employment contracts for employed workers and no signs of forced labour have been 

detected during audits or personal factory visit of our Sourcing partner. However, as forced labour is 

generally hard to detect in current structures, it should still be estimated as a low to medium risk. 

Further investigation into labour contracts shall help to assess the risk in more detail in the future.  

 

8. No discrimination in employment 

While discrimination in gender is not as pressing as in other production countries, specific practices of 

discrimination can still be found in the garment industry, e.g., incidences of stating preferred gender 

in job postings or discriminating pregnant women. Moreover, discrimination based on religion is 

increasing in Viet Nam. As discrimination is hard to discover during factory visits or audits, we started 

to investigate numbers of male and female workers or fixed term workers to learn more about the 

workforce and understand which groups might be more vulnerable to discrimination.  
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ACTION PLAN  

Our action plan is divided into three different forms of action. First, some learnings need more 

research or constant monitoring, as we currently miss in-depth information to make an informed 

decision how to tackle this issue in the future.  

 

 

 

To reconnect with our supply chain partners and to get an overall picture of factories and production 

processes, we plan a production tour in China, where we want to visit 70% of factories based on FOB 

volume. We have also planned to conduct the Global Services Health and Safety Checklists in the 

visited backpack factories, which will help us to discover individual measures of improvement 

afterwards.  

 

To gain more in-depth insights into labour conditions we have planned a verification audit with Fair 

Wear at one supply chain partner in the end of 2022. Due to covid restrictions at that time, the audit 

needed to be postponed to March 2023. Unfortunately, our supply chain partner has cancelled the 

audit last minute and it needed to be rescheduled to June 2023, which makes it subject to our next 
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Brand Performance Check. We hope that the audit will give us further guidance, what additional 

actions of prevention and improvement are substantial to perform within the next year.  

 

All partner factories have installed own grievance mechanisms in the form of suggestion boxes. 

Regularly asking for submitted feedback will give us a better understanding, if the grievance 

mechanism is used by workers and how feedback is considered by factory management.   

 

Working overtime has been evaluated as one of the most pressing risks. By regularly examining 

working hours throughout the year, identifying peak seasons, and other reasons for overtime work in 

self-assessments, we hope to draft solutions for improvement that are relevant and matching the 

needs of suppliers.  

 

As explained earlier, the supplier grading system will help us to monitor operational and social 

performance on a constant basis and form a better picture of each supply chain partner. This 

assessment should always be accompanied by monitoring leverage at each factory to see, where 

actions have the greatest impact.  

 

To mitigate the risk of unauthorised subcontracting, we are going to regularly ask suppliers to provide 

information about subcontractors and their own due diligence procedures at factories.  

 

Learning and gaining expertise is an integral base for improvement and prevention. We currently lack 

transparency and knowledge about cost structures and wage composition, which is necessary to 

analyse the gap of actual and living wages. Therefore, we are assessing a FairPrice pilot project with 

one supply chain partner in the future.  

 

We have also planned a Fair Wear Onboarding training with one of our key supply chain partners to 

sensitise management and workers for the Code of Labour Practices, which will be conducted in June 

2023.  

 

Lastly, we have planned additional improvement and prevention measures. As of May 2023, we 

regularly share our more granular forecast with suppliers that allows better planning of production 

capacities.  
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We also want to sign a General Agreement with one key supply chain partner to show commitment 

from both sides to work on a partnership on eye level and to ingrain a social lens into our operations.   

 

All supply chain partners shall implement pay slips to better document wage payments in the future.  

 

To mitigate the risk of additional work and costs due to quality issues of products, we currently seek 

to improve our whole approach to quality management. Increasing quality checks and tracking 

quality issues more systemically are some of the measures that will be taken to further increase our 

clean claim rate.  

 

In order to make further improvements on capacity planning, we plan to introduce time motion 

studies and regular kick-off events (preferably in person) with our most important supply chain 

partners, where timelines are defined, and capacities can ideally be better planned by supply chain 

partners.  

 

Lastly, we want to determine, if our measures have been successful in helping our supply chain 

partners to plan capacities. While we acknowledge that these measures will possibly not yet have a 

direct impact on excessive overtime, we hope to make the first steps in adopting more responsible 

purchasing practices from our side.  

 

Complaints handling 

No complaints have been received in the fiscal year 2022.  
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Training and capacity building 

ACTIVITIES TO INFORM STAFF MEMBERS 

We put great emphasis on informing everybody internally about our Fair Wear membership. In May 

2022, two months after becoming a Fair Wear member, we officially communicated our membership 

companywide in an annual strategy kick-off with our managing directors. During the presentation, 

the Fair Wear membership has been explained in more depth to all employees.  

 

Subsequently, we have created a designated space for our Fair Wear membership, its requirements 

and our yearly workplan within our intranet Haiilo. Social reports and Brand Performance Check 

results will also be integrated into our transparent and comprehensive communication.   

 

 

 

Moreover, we want to make sure that every new Kapten is aware of our Fair Wear membership right 

from the beginning and knows, where to find further information. Therefore, we have integrated our 

Fair Wear membership into our Onboarding process that every new employee must undergo.  
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As for our staff that works directly with supply chain partners as well as departments responsible for 

governance processes, we saw the necessity to expand our knowledge in human rights and corporate 

due diligence before jumping into action. In November 2022, we have conducted a half-day workshop 

with Helpdesk, an initiative from GIZ that supports SMEs with consultancy and knowledge resources 

regarding human rights in the business context. Together with Product Development, HR, Sourcing, 

CSR, and our CEO we build up our capacities and drafted first ideas, how we want to approach Social 

Responsibility in our business practices. 

   

          

In the beginning of 2023, we conducted an internal Responsible Purchasing Practices Workshop with 

designated staff, for which we have gathered supplier feedback and analysed our current 

procurement processes, especially regarding the risks of excessive overtime and wages. The 

outcomes have been explained in more depth in the ‘Production Cycle’ section.  
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ACTIVITIES TO INFORM AGENTS 

We maintain a very close relationship with our sourcing partner Silk Route. The Sourcing department 

and Silk Route have weekly Check-ins, whereas CSR and Silk Route have monthly Check-ins as well as 

meetings upon request. Right from the beginning, our sourcing partner has been informed about our 

Fair Wear membership and the Code of Labour Practices by the CSR department and the CEO. Since 

Silk Route leads communication with several suppliers on behalf of Kapten & Son, we placed great 

importance on aligning our commitment and vision in our communication.  

 

We have planned factory visits in China with representatives from CSR, Sourcing, Product 

Development, and our CEO to reconnect with our supply chain partners and China based staff from 

Silk Route personally. For two days, we will visit two supply chain partners with Silk Route and include 

a CSR perspective into our factory visits by conducting basic Health & Safety checks and engaging in 

social dialogue.  

 

ACTIVITIES TO INFORM MANUFACTURERS AND WORKERS 

To inform our supply chain partners about our Fair Wear membership and rising requirements 

towards social responsibility in the future, we have prepared an informal Onboarding presentation 

that explains the reasons for joining Fair Wear, the Code of Labour Practices, and next steps in more 

detail. The presentation has either been presented in a meeting or sent over via mail. While we 

recognise that this introduction could only scratch on the surface, we wanted to make sure that every 

backpack supplier receives a basic understanding of our efforts.  

 

Following on from this, we have planned a formal Fair Wear onboarding training with one of our key 

suppliers to take place in June 2023. We will expand the onboarding training to other supply chain 

partners over the next years.  

 

We have received feedback from our suppliers regarding our purchasing practices that have been 

considered during our Responsible Purchasing Practices Workshop and influenced what actions of 

improvement we are planning to take in the future. It was important to us to let our supply chain 

partners know that their feedback really matters to us, which is why we sent out a follow up email to 

inform every partner about the outcome.  
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Apart from our social efforts, we currently consider doing a pilot training with one supply chain 

partner regarding chemical management and climate action from GIZ and Fabric Asia.  

Information management 

As of March 2022, we worked on identifying all production locations in our supply chain. Therefore, 

we have made agreements with Sourcing agency Silk Route that all production partners and 

subcontractors need to be disclosed at least in the Fairforce system in the long term. Moreover, we 

have contacted our direct supply chain partners and asked for detailed information about 

subcontractors. As of April 2023, our backpack supplier base consists of 8 tier-1 suppliers and 4 

subcontractors that perform specific production steps such as edge painting or logo printing. Because 

our supplier network has always been lean, efforts to identify all production locations were still 

manageable, but have shown us that an inconsiderate approach to growing the supplier base could 

lead to great difficulties in performing due diligence as needed.    

 

As subcontracting poses great risks on global supply chains in the textile industry, we have included 

unauthorised subcontracting into our RBC Policy and Suppliers Code of Conduct and forbid any 

unauthorised subcontracting. If a supply chain partner plans to involve a new subcontractor into 

production processes, they are obliged to give us notice prior to outsourcing production and set out, 

how they are planning to monitor labour standards according to the Code of Labour Practices.  

  

Transparency & communication 

Kapten & Son has announced its Fair Wear membership on its website and social media channels 

Instagram and LinkedIn. While the focus of the first year of membership was put on building 

foundations and starting the first actions of improvement, we have planned to expand our 

transparency and communication efforts from 2023 onwards. In April 2023, we have participated in 

Fair Wear’s Fashion Revolution Campaign and recapped our first year of membership in postings on 

LinkedIn and Instagram. In Q3 of 2023, we are publishing our first Impact Report – an in-depth insight 

into our environmental and social efforts as well as our community work and internal wellbeing 

actions from the past two years. The Impact Report, as well as the Fair Wear Social Report, will be 

published along announcement on our social media channels to further raise customer’s and 

stakeholder’s awareness.   
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Stakeholder engagement 
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We operate in a dynamic environment of stakeholders who increasingly demand accountability 

regarding our business practices. Our employees seek purpose and want to work for a brand that 

cares for people and planet. Customers increasingly question production and origin of textiles to 

make more informed purchasing decisions and investors steer their money toward resilient and 

responsible businesses. These raising demands have urged us to make a greater commitment to 

social responsibility and environmental impacts in our supply chain.  

 

Since the beginning of our Fair Wear membership, we strive to include different perspectives into our 

human rights due diligence. First and foremost, we highly value feedback and input from Fair Wear. 

Using country studies to enrich our risk assessment, gathering feedback from brand liaisons and 

connecting with experts, such as the local Fair Wear team in China have been indispensable to our 

own learning and decision making.  

  

We also sought knowledge and consultancy from third parties, such as GIZ and the Asia Garment Hub 

and included Indexes and studies from MVO, OECD, STTI and many more initiatives to design our risk 

assessment as comprehensive as possible.  

 

Apart from that, dialogue and feedback from our supply chain partners has helped us to recognize 

their standpoint and needs. For example, understanding possible reasons for excessive overtime has 

helped us to design actions of improvement that will hopefully help our supply chain partners to 

tackle excessive overtime while, at the same time, respecting how overtime is currently still a 

systemic mechanism that both workers and suppliers rely on.  

 

Partnerships with other brands are an integral part to achieve change on a greater scale. In our first 

year of membership, we have attended the member days of Fair Wear and are in regular exchange 

with other member brands, such as s.Oliver, Hakro, Olymp or Ganni. Receiving input from other 

brands on specific topics or issues have proven to be of great value. For example, we are planning to 

visit Sustainability and Social Responsibility fairs and events in the second half of 2023 to get 

together with other CSR experts and discuss social and environmental problems and solutions in the 

textile industry and possibly join forces with other brands and competitors.   
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Corporate Social Responsibility  

In our RBC policy we have specifically pointed out to address gender-based discrimination, as 70% of 

workers in the textile industry are women. This also means that women over proportionally suffer 

under bad labour conditions and unfair treatment.  

 

In our regular self-assessments, we have included a gender lens, which means that we break down 

workforce information by gender (e.g., how much are female production workers paid compared to 

male production workers on the same level). We also ask for policies or regulations regarding 

pregnancy and maternity leave. A great share of factory owners in our supply chain is female, which 

we deem as a great advantage in addressing gender equality in the future.  

 

Our internal Code of Conduct as well as the RBC Policy, which were both launched in the end of 2022, 

take a clear stand against any form of corruption or bribery. With implementing our Whistleblowing 

tool in the end of 2022, we give all stakeholders externally and internally the possibility to report 

malpractices in our business operations anonymously.  

 

 

 


